BRANDT SCHOOL VIRTUAL GUEST LECTURE SERIES

Ruling without Governing: Tutelary Regimes in Comparative Politics and the Case of Myanmar

WEDNESDAY, 18 NOVEMBER 2020, 6PM (CET)

Speaker: Professor Marco Buente, University Erlangen Nuremberg

MARCO BUENTE is Professor of Asian Politics and Society at the University Erlangen Nuremberg and an Associate at the German Institute for Global and Area Studies (GIGA). From 2012-2019, he was Associate Professor and Deputy Head of School at the School of Arts at Monash University (Malaysia). He had visiting appointments at City University Hong Kong (Hong Kong, China), Chulalongkorn University (Bangkok, Thailand), Curtin University (Perth, Australia), the Indonesian Institute of Sciences, Lipi (Jakarta, Indonesia) and Science Po (Paris, France). He research issues of democratization and authoritarian resilience, human rights, social movements and identity politics. He is the Co-editor of the Journal of Current Southeast Asia Affairs.
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